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Figure 6.Annual-mean freshwater input [mm d21] due to iceberg melting in the Southern Ocean in relation to precipitation minus evaporation (P-E) and sea ice production/melting.(top middle) Iceberg meltwater input in the ALL climatology estimate. (top left) Mean freshwater flux from P-E and (top right) from sea ice melting in 18318grid boxes from theFESOM-IB simulation with CORE.v2 forcing [Large and Yeager, 2009] for the period 1997–2008. For P-E, white areas indicate a balance below 1023mm d21, including negative values; forsea ice, white areas inside the area enclosed by sea ice indicate regions of sea ice production. (bottom left) Iceberg meltwater input in percentage ofP-E for the ALL climatology estimate[ALL/(P-E)]. Dark red areas indicate grid boxes where the meltwater input is at least of the same order as P-E, according to the criterion ‘‘meltwater>0.2(P-E)’’ from [Silva et al., 2006, Fig-ure 6]. (bottom right) Same as bottom left, but for sea ice production/melting [ALL/(sea ice)]. Dark blue areas indicate grid boxes where the meltwater input is at least of the same orderas sea ice production, with different sign
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Fig. 1 Overview of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf system. a Map of Filchner-Ronne hot-water drilled boreholes (Site 5, FSW, FSE, FNE1, & FNE2) and High Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) production regions, (b) located south of the Warm Deep Water (WDW) that circulates along the continental slope in the southern Weddell Sea. a Contours: water column thickness (m); open ocean colors: anomalous sea ice formation rate (SFR) after 2015 compared with all years since 2002; blue (green) squares (crosses): ship-based CTD stations in front of the Filchner Ice Shelf in 2018 (2017); Vectors indicate time-averaged current meter observations from the lowest (black) and highest (white) instrument in the water column and legends showing a 2 cm s−1 (10 cm s−1) scale for the Filchner sites (Site 5). Colored arrows indicate inferred pathways and transformation from HSSW into ISW in the Berkner mode (green to purple) and in the Ronne mode (orange to blue). c Monthly and 36-month low-pass filtered time series of Southern Annual Mode (SAM) and (d) relative SFR anomalies, area-averaged over the orange polygon in front of Ronne Ice Shelf. Black lines: linear trend; blue dots: enhanced SFR events greater than 1σ (green dashed line) above the time average; blue (red) letters: years of dominantly Ronne (Berkner) mode water masses in the Filchner Trough. Black (grey) crosses in (a) indicate significant correlations between low-pass filtered time series of local SFR anomalies and SAM at 99% (95%) confidence level. Color shaded areas in (c & d) indicate the 15 year period (orange and green) relative to which the spatial pattern of SFR anomalies (green only) is computed that is shown in (a).
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Figure 5. Atmospheric conditions associated with enhanced sea ice formation. (A) Composite of atmospheric anomalies in surface pressure (SP in Pa, above 99 % confidence level in hatched areas), wind vectors (arrows) and speed (color) associated with enhanced SFR events shown in Fig. 1D; red dots: monthly locations of the Amundsen Sea low since 1979 scattered around the time mean position indicated by the red cross. (B) Time series of SP anomalies located at theblue square in the eastern Weddell Sea (EWS), and (C) the Eastern Bellingshausen Sea (EBS), averaged for all months (only months associated with enhanced SFR events) in 2 year (6 months) bins. Green dashed lines indicate the average for all enhanced SFR events, black lines show the linear trend over all months. Blue curves show the 36-month low pass filtered evolution of the large scale indicators associated with favorable negative (positive) SP anomalies at EWS (EBS) that lead to enhanced southerly (off-shore) winds at the Ronne Ice Shelf front. Negative ASL longitude anomalies indicate westward displacements that favor high pressure anomalies in the EBS.
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2-year mean

• Seasonal (fall-early winter) intrusion of MWDW

• Coherent (one month delay) with slope mooring 

• Deep convection in winter

• Intensive and all-winter long MWDW inflow in 2017

3 years more 2021

Observations – Filchner Trough

Ryan et al., GRL (2020)
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Outlook

• FRIS cavity circulation has two modes contolled by the strength of sea 
ice formation in front of Ronne Ice Shelf.

• The two modes are mapped onto the strength of FIS basal melting.  
Strong interannual variability in patterns of basal melting.

• The two modes are mapped onto the ISW outflow in Filchner Trough 
Strong interannual variability in trough density structure.

Strong interannual variability in ISW flow across the sill.

Strong interannual variability in WSBW formation???

Answers will be provided by the results of the COSMUS moorings!
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Blue: sediment feederRed: filter feeder



Thank you for your attention!

Yes!

Antarctica‘s melt water – a global player?
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Figure 2. Indicators of a mode shift beneath Filchner Ice Shelf. Time series of (A) ice shelf basal melt rates near FNE1, and (B) ocean conservative temperature at FNE1. (C) Source water salinities observed at each ice shelf mooring, and (D) 15-day low-pass filtered daily SFRs in front of Ronne Ice Shelf in comparison with the long-term average (green dashed line). (E, F) CTD sections of ocean potential temperature at locations indicated in Fig. 1A along the Filchner Ice Shelf front. Red horizontal lines in A and D show time averaged values over shorter period of each time series.
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